OEM Integration Made Simple
Ford

Ford and Autosoft DMS
Autosoft’s DMS is certified for integration with Ford’s dealer communications system.
Improve operational efficiencies with significant time savings and error reductions.

F&I/Sales Integrations

Accounting Integrations

	eREACT: New and used vehicle sales, parts sales, and
parts information for participating dealers is transmitted
to Ford.

	Financial Statements: Autosoft DMS enables you to compile,
prepare, print, and download financial data from the general
ledger and transmit the statement to Ford.

eContracting: Through Autosoft DMS, you can submit
your eContract directly to RouteOne for deal processing.

	Factory Receivable Statements: Warranty claim payments can
be retrieved from Ford and pulled to the Factory Receivable
Statement posting screen within your DMS instead of having
to manually type the information.

Parts Integrations

Service Integrations
	Ford One Warranty Solution: This integration allows you
to view and print Ford’s concern codes, review warranty
claims created in your DMS prior to submitting them to
Ford, pull transaction summaries for claims, and view
data for paid claims.

	Ford Parts Interface: This utility allows you to generate
a parts order download file, receipt parts orders into
inventory, and access the Ford DOW logon screen.
E-Catalog Advantage: Through this integration, you can
build a shopping list within the e-catalog and transfer it to
the Parts Queries screen within your DMS.

	OASIS: Autosoft DMS can pull in vehicle information and
history from Ford.

	eREACT: Parts information for participating dealers will be
transmitted to Ford.

	Labor Time Guides: View and select Ford’s labor
operations that apply to a specific repair and pull into a
repair order in your DMS.
	eREACT: Repair orders for participating dealers will be
transmitted to Ford.
Ford SMARTT Appointments: This integration with
Autosoft Service Schedule allows customers to make
appointments online with your service department.

“ This integration between Ford and its dealers is part of our continued commitment to bring
innovative technologies to market that help our customers work more effectively. ”
— Bryce Veon, President & CEO, Autosoft
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